feed, and the plague bacilli will be pumped into host body during these futile feeding 82 attempts (25). The development of a heavy bacteremia (a bacterial concentration reaches 83 at least 10 6 cfu/ml) in hosts is necessary to reliably infect the fleas (38). Such high level of 84 bacteremia raises the risk of hosts' rapid death. Nevertheless, once some fleas achive 85 feeding prior to the host's death, they will seek alternative hosts, thereby increasing the 86 likelihood of transmission to other individuals of the hosts (15). 87 Generally, it takes about two weeks for blockage to develop, which is not sufficient to 88 explain the rapid rate of spread that typifies plague epidemics and epidemics. Various The major genomovar in one plague focus might be the minor one in the others. to the target promoters. Shown also is auto-regulation of some regulators (e.g. RovA).
